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ABSTRACT 

A recent safety analysis effort at Los Alamos National Laboratory involved a postulated release of fission 
products from the ventilation system of a large building located near the wall of a very narrow canyon. 
At immediate exposure risk from this type of accident are security personnel stationed within 50 and 
150 m of the building. Operational experience with wind patterns in this area suggested that a turbulent- 
flow model might be needed to effectively describe near-field dispersion for the purpose of estimating 
exposure and inhalation doses from radionuclides. 

The FLOW-3D@ fluid model (Flow Science, Inc., Los Alamos, New Mexico) provides a general 
capability for finding three-dimensional, time-dependent, Navier-Stokes solutions to fluid-transport 
problems in a wide variety of aerodynamic and hydrodynamic desigdanalysis applications. This code 
provides boundary conditions such as constant or time-dependent directional flows, obstacle properties 
such as roughness and heat generation, and transport mechanisms such as particulate settling and 
diffusion that are necessary for facility-safety consequence analyses. 

FLOW-3D* was used successfully to model turbulent wind fields in an idealized geometry consisting of 
the reactor facility sitting in a niche against a canyon wall and to predict downwind air concentrations for 
a puff of tracer material released from the top of the building. Resolutions of approximately 1 m were 
applied in a graduated spatial grid containing approximately 125,000 cells over the domain of interest. 
Steady-state solutions for uniformly incident winds and transport of unit-concentration tracer sources 
were accomplished in less than 45 CPU hours on a 450-MHz desktop computer. Details of the 
methodology used for these calculations and color animations of puff dispersion in the complex wind 
field surrounding the building wake are presented. 

Comparisons of plume-averaged concentrations predicted by FLOW-3D* near a single building placed in 
a uniform wind field were made with available correlations for this simple configuration to illustrate the 
performance of the numerical model in contrast to a more conventional approach. Agreement within a 
factor of 2-3 was obtained under all conditions for this gross concentration metric. Point concentrations 
predicted near the ground by FLOW-3D' are conservatively overestimated by assuming uniform mixing 
within the building wake. 

The practical application of state-of-the-art turbulent-fluid modeling tools can help broaden our 
understanding of the interactions between source geometries, wind fields, and large obstacles for the 
difficult safety analysis problem of near-field atmospheric dispersion in complex configurations of 
buildings and terrain features. This provides a much-needed transition from realistic transport effects 
near the source to our common intuition of long-range Gaussian dispersion. As experience with fluid- 
dynamic models grows, they will provide a defensibly conservative, yet realistic, means of estimating 
health consequences for on-site, co-located workers. 
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1.0. Introduction 

The critical assembly facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory features the enriched-uranium, fast- 
burst Godiva IV machine, which is housed in a large building known as Kiva III. Recent security 
upgrades now permit personnel access within 50 m during operation of the reactor, and potential exposure 
of these individuals to fission products released during a postulated design-basis accident became the 
subject of an unresolved safety question determination issued by the Department of Energy (DOE). The 
Los Alamos Probabilistic Risk and Hazard Analysis Group (TSA-11) was tasked to independently 
evaluate the adequacy of the existing accident analysis provided in the facility Safety Analysis Report 
(SAR) (Ref. 1). 

Estimation of near-field consequences from atmospheric dispersion of fission products at Kiva I11 is 
complicated by the presence of large obstacles such as the building itself, thick stands of fir trees, and a 
very steep canyon wall. Turbulent eddies and streamlines around these features can introduce local 
variations in air concentration that are not represented adequately by the standard Gaussian diffusion 
model, and empirical correlations for building-wake dispersion are only available for a limited set of 
building geometries and wind conditions. To address these difficulties, a computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) model called FLOW-3Da4 (Ref. 2) was used to compute steady-state wind patterns and fission- 
product plume trajectories within 200 m. 

This paper presents the methodology and assumptions used to perform calculations of the complex wind 
fields surrounding the building wake and to disperse puff releases of tracer material. Contours of wind 
velocity and puff-dispersion animations illustrate the type of information that can be obtained relatively 
easily from a CFD model. Air-concentration histories for the puff (observed at selected receptor 
locations) were ultimately integrated with time-dependent source terms to estimate total exposures over 
the duration of an accident scenario; however, a discussion of the source term and dose evaluation is 
provided in a separate paper. 

Because of the unfamiliarity of detailed CFD modeling in the safety analysis community, the performance 
of FLOW-3D@ is compared with that of recent correlations for building-wake concentration for the simple 
configuration of a rectangular obstacle placed in free-field wind conditions. This comparison should not 
be considered a “benchmark” evaluation of the numerical model because the correlations were derived 
from wind-tunnel data not immediately available to this study. Nevertheless, it is reassuring to find good 
agreement between the methods under the assumption of uniform mixing within the recirculation cavity. 
Here, we rely on the pedigree of the F%OW-3D@ model and its history of successful application to diverse 
industrial research problems to accurately describe complex transport phenomena in the near-field 
building wake, Details in the wind field and plume development evident in the simulation provide 
valuable insights regarding appropriate application of the more familiar wake-transport correlations. 

2.0. Complex- Wind-Field Calculations 

2.1. Modeling Assumptions 

Although a great deal of fidelity may be built into a FLOW3Da4 calculation, the results can become 
overly dependent on assumptions made for the boundary conditions. It is more appropriate that a problem 
be stylized using simplifying assumptions that preserve conservatism while retaining essential features. 
For example, these calculations ignored the presence of large fir trees immediately upwind of the building 
to minimize the size of the effective wake, and all surfaces were treated as frictionless to minimize 
ground-level turbulence. Given an air temperature of 20°F and a symmetry plane placed at the top 
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boundary to suppress vertical dispersion, these conditions approximate F-class stability with ground-level, 
night-time drainage flows. 

The assumptions applied to generate wind fields tend to confine the plume and are considered 
conservative because maximum air concentrations at the selected downwind distances were used for dose 
assessment regardless of actual location above the ground. The true range of boundary conditions, which 
includes obliquely incident winds and gusting, are not characterized well enough to allow prediction of 
point concentrations with the degree of defensibility required for safety analyses. 

The terrain and obstacles established for these calculations are shown in Fig. 1. With the building center 
placed at the origin, the domain extends 213 m (700 ft) upwind andc213 m downwind along the canyon 
and 152 m (500 ft) out into the almost-flat drainage basin. The canyon wall rises 15 m (50 ft) over a 
76-m (250-ft) run and features a slight depression that shelters the Kiva from prevailing winds that blow 
up and down the canyon to the east and west. The building is sheltered further in an excavated niche that 
leaves only a 4-m (13-ft) channel for air flow. Figure 2 shows the computational grid that was imposed 
on the X-Y directions of the domain. A similar grid, which places the highest spatial resolution near the 
building, is defined in the Z direction. Approximately 125,000 cells were used in this model with spatial 
resolutions near the building on the order of 1 m or less in each dimension. 

Constant-velocity boundary conditions of 2 and 10 m/s were enforced on each end of the domain, and 
symmetry planes were defined on the top and both sides. Steady-state turbulent wind fields were 
established by gradually increasing the boundary velocities from zero to the desired magnitude and then 
monitoring the average turbulent kinetic energy in the domain until minor oscillations had damped. 
Among the several options offered by FLOW3DB, these calculations invoked a k - E turbulence model 
to conserve advective momentum between cells. Also, it was found useful to apply an initially lax and 
then progressively tighter criterion on pressure convergence in order to speed the approach to steady-state 
flows at the desired incident velocities. Each steady-state field was obtained after approximately 30 to 
50 h of CYU time on a 450-MHz desktop computer. Significant reductions in this calculation time are 
expected with increased experience. I 

Fig. 1. Stylized terrain and building obstacles present in the FLOW-3DO computational 
domain. All edges on the building were forced by nodalization mesh planes including 
three I-m3 HVAC vents on top and a very thin extended delivery shelter on the front. 
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Fig. 2. Graduated rectilinear spatial nodalization in the X-Y plane used for 
]FLOW3D@ computational domain. Approximately 125,000 cells define the 
region with resolutions of less than 1 m3 near the building. 

2.2. Steady-State Wind-Field Results 

Figure 3 shows the type of wind-field detail that can be predicted by FLOW-3Dm'. Velocity components 
in the X direction at a height of 9.7 m are shown in color-shaded contours. Positive flow is defined 
toward the right, so regions in blue indicate flow reversal resulting from turbulent recirculation. The 
width and extent of the building wake are clearly marked by the separation flows around upstream corners 
and by the downstream region of reduced velocities. Yellow regions indicate a return to the free-field 
boundary conditions of 2 m/s, whereas red regions indicate flow acceleration around the building. 
Acceleration possibly is enhanced artificially in this example because of the presence of the upper 
boundary condition. This cross section of the wind field, take3 at a height near the top of the Kiva, also 
shows the asymmetry introduced by the presence of the delivery shelter on one side. 

Another cross section of the wind field, taken at a height of 2 m, is shown in Fig. 4. The effects of the 
excavated niche behind the building are evident in the blue regions denoting flow reversal. In fact, the 
wake cavity is skewed because of the presence of the hillside. The existence of high velocities near the 
ground in the narrow passage behind the Kiva was confirmed qualitatively by facility staff who frequently 
walk around the building through relatively calm regions near the front corner into heavy gusts near the 
back. 

A vertical cross section of the wind field is shown in Fig. 5 .  Again, contour colors denote the X- 
component of total velocity. Vector lengths and directions show acceleration on the upwind face of the 
building and recirculation in the wake cavity. Incident winds and flow acceleration create pressure 
differentials that draw air through the building. Similar FLOW-3D@ calculations were performed to 
determine the exfiltration rate of fission products out of ventilation ducts on top of the building (Ref. 3). 
Previous analyses had assumed that a downdraft would be created inside by large openings at the top and 
that primary leak paths existed through smaller gaps and penetrations around doors at ground level 
(Ref. 4). 

A qualitatively similar wind field as that shown in Figs. 3-5 is obtained for 10-m/s boundary conditions, 
although the regions of flow acceleration around building are enhanced and the recirculation wake is 
deeper. 
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Ftg. 3. X componentr; of wind vectors near the top of the Kiva for a 2 - d ~  
boundary condition. Note that trtsgative veloci.lies, or flow reversals, occur in the 
wake o i  the building. 

Fig. 4. 'I( cornpcmerit; of' wind vcctvrs near thc: ground for 2-m/s boiindary ccnditions. 
Note the effects of tho cxcavatetl riichc 011 the recirculation cavity shown in blue for 
rcgions of flow reversal. 
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Fig. 4. X components of wind vectors around it vertical cross section of Kiva I11 for 2-m/s 
boundary condilions. 1,ength.r; of the arrows dcnote the magnitude of the total velocity. Note 
thc reciicnlation zones shown in blue where turbulent eddies reverse the flow direction. 

3.0. Piid Diqwsiorr 

Parametric dr spersion calculatitions were performed by releasing unit-concentration sources into the 
desired steady-state witid fields li-oni cach of lhe three HVAC vents. Each source had the initial geometry 
of a 1 -in x I -in x 1-111 cube placed ;it rest jus1 in  front of an outlet, but contributions Trom the three vents 
quickly tnrrged into a singlc contiguous p l u m  that followed the streamlines of the wind field. 
MolecuWail--dil'fusion cocfficients Tor tlic tracer were set to zero so that dilution occurred only through the 
process of turbulent mixing a d  transport. Amilyses of internal Eission-product transport confirmed that 
material re1e;ised from thc: IIVAC vcrats was in small eiiough aerosol sizes that settling during transport 
could bo igncmd, so t k c x  cirlsulationl; assurwd a gaseous tracer. 

FI,QW-219'9 ccrniputcs time-dependent instaritaiieous coticentrations for every cell in the domain. 
The durations of the dispersion citld;ltions were extended until the bulk of the plumes, as estimated 
qualitativdy by watching relative coni:entriitioras, had completely left the domain. Transport times of 
1 0  miri wrxe sufficient for 2-mds winds, and ithies of' 5 mixi were adequate to track plumes released in 
lO-rn/s wind:?. Data Files of poini concentrations on vertical cross sections of the plume were exported 
Trom I-;L,OW-3D'' for selected downwind locations at 1 -5; intervals for the first minute and at 10-s 
iiitcrvals llrei eafter. 'This information was necded for dose-assessment post processing. 

The following figures illustrate the behavior of ;I single puff releascd into i1 steady-state wind field. 
FLOW-313" does not currently hiive the cap;ibility to introduce a steady-state concentration source 
(although, representativc aerosol particles cati be emitted continuously), but this was not a serious 
limitation. Because of the liin(~.-c~ependent nature of the fission-product source, each puff representing a 
discretc time interval of the plurra had a diflerent isotopic composition at the time of passage past the 
receptor location. Thus, the coneriblitions ot e d i  plume segment had to be superimposed individually 
anyway using the proper dose-conversion factors at the t irne of exposure and the proper inass scalings. 



Figure 5 illnstrates plurne cle:velopmerrt at 1 ruin for a single puff of tracer material released into a wind 
field correspcmdiiig to 2 d s  boundary conditions. Note the complex spatial structure that is introduced by 
the hilevel building confififpn.ation. This strrwlure pcrsists np I O  200 m downwind before the plume cross 
section ipproaches unifornn mixing. ‘IL’urbulciYt recirculatiorr hetween building levels and near the base of 
thc Kivci delays the transport of somo m:itetiid in regions of slowly diminishing concentration and may 
actually increasc the effective holdup time avuilable for fission-product decay. The potential for extended 
holdup iirne was Ignored conservatively in the dose assessmient for this facility. 

Fig. 5 .  Air-concentration contours at 1 t h .  following concurrent release of three unit- 
concentration puffs (one from each HV hC vent). The accompanying animation 
illuslratcs the cntile pl~vine tlcwclopmnent. Note that contours in each frame are scaled to 
the current maxinani concentration to Iinghlight residual holdup in the wake cavity. 

A horizontal cross section of the sanic plunic, taken iiciir the ground at 3 min, is shown in Fig. 6. The 
presence of‘ thc: sloping hillside sltcws ground-level flow and perturbs lateral dispersion. In this examplr:, 
terrain features ciln potentially chant i d  inaterial closer to one receptor location of concern. 

‘Turbulen~ [low patterns arid recirculalion cavities created near a building can have a significant effect on 
the down wind transport and dispersion of 1i;mwdous materials. Greater confidence can be maintained in 
the predictions of such phcmornena by PI.,QW-311@ if tht: code results compare well with measurements, 
scale tests, or existing “standard” models aviixlahle for similar release conditions. For this purpose, 
FLOW-3 D‘) calculations of air conceurtratioiir; within thc wake cavity of a simple rectangular building in 
frcel’ield wind coiiditions werc compared wiih those oblained by two recent correlations derived from 
wind-tunin~:l data. 
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Fig. 6. Air-concentration contours at 3 mimi following concurrent release of unit- 
coticentration puffs (one from each HVAC vent). The accompanying animation 
illii3trates the entire plume development. Note that contours in each frame are scaled to 
thc current maximum concentration to Iiighlight residual holdup in the wake cavity. 

4.1. Aii;il,ytic BuildingWake Models 

1I)escribrtl heic are two different ;tnalytic motlcls that can be used to estimate ground-level concentralions 
in the Icc:-Gdt. recirculation cavity of a building from a steady-state relcase of tracer material. These two 
models by Wdson and fJriggs (Rrfs. 5--6), respectively, were derived from recent wind-tunnel data 
reported by Hall (Refs. 7-8). l‘hc first was derived primarily to describe concentrations in the 
recirculation (near-wake) cavity for releases from short stacks where there is an opportunity for some 
fractioii of tht: total relcase to bccome trapped and well mixed (Ref. 9); i s . ,  

where C,  is the air coticemtration { kghn’}, .f, is the fraction of the material released that is trapped or 
capturcd in the recirculation cavity, I - j c  is the fraction that rises above the turbulent wake of thc 
building ilntl is subject to downwash dfects, (2 is the  releasc rate from the building {kg/s), W, is the 
initial plume speed { rds}, V, is the initial volirrnetric flux {m’/s}, x ,  is the distance from the release 
location to ithe receptor { m}, u,, is the wind q)e:i:d at the release point { m/s} ,  and the temperatures T,, 
and T,  {IC) rcfm to thc ambient air awl the p h i e  exhaust, respectively. 
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The second model wits developed to dcscribe ground-level concentrations in the far wake beyond the 
recirculation region. This cyuation was derived originally for buoyant plumes emitted uniformly from the 
huilding face Again, this correlation i s  strictly approprim: only to the wake region where the release 
segment or plume has become wdl  mixed. Vie form of the second equation is 

where K == Hi%’/:’ ’ is the lx~ildi~ig scaling h g t h  { m} with I-i, and W ,  defined as the building height 
ilnd width {MI}, respeclively. ‘I’lit: crosswind tlispersion parameter cr, [in} is defined by the relation 

8, = M ,  and the vertical dispersion paramem CT, { m} is defined by the relation crz = cx, i- e 
(Kef. 10)’ where the dispersion coefficients a, b, c, d and e are given in Table 1 for selected meteorology 
conditions. The nontliineiisional buoyant flux FL = f,Fo /ulW,, , where Fo =: gW,A, (T, - T,) /nT,  is the 
buoyancy flux [ m4/s7} for gravitational acce1t:ralion g [ ids2} and plume-source cross section A, [ m2}. 
‘The factor axp(- 6 F 2 4 )  in Ey. (2) represents the lift-oCf correction factor; for nonbuoyant releases where 
Fo = (1 , this term equals 1 .0. 

/) d 

‘Fable 1. Selwted dispersion coefficients for crosswind and verticail dispersion 
parameters cry =ax! anci IT, =a, + e .  d 

A critical piirameter of both modt:ls is the fi’iiction, f c  , of the plume that is captured in the building 
recirculation cavity. This frnctiaii can be crdely estiinaied by integrating the Gaussian dispersion that 
would occur between the plume renterline lraight and thc: ground if the building were not present. Thus, 

where elf denotes the error function and h, is the plume centerline height { m}, In Eq. (3), the vertical 

dispersion panrmeler 
the downwind distance from thc 4;ource to thr: building edge { m) and the length of the recirculation cavity 
L, = 1 . ~ : ,  / I I - I - O Z ( W ,  / F I / ~ ) ]  {rnj .  

(m}  is characterizctl by the correlation a: =0.111R‘’4((,c, + where x/, is 



4.2. Model Inputs 

For the confirmatory analysis, the inftrrmaticvn given in Table 2 was used to determine the ground-level 
air concentrations at two different downwind distances that are impacted by the building wake. 

FLOW-313'@ calculatioiis of steady-state wind fields were generated for 2- and lO-m/s winds 
perpendicularly incident 011 the width of the s m e  rectangular building with no surrounding obstacles. 
Steady-state air conceritrations were then conuputed near the ground at the same receptor distances for a 
continuous release of unit-concentration tracer mattxial under similar volumetric flow rates. As 
previously duscribed, t he FLOW-3D" boundary conditions accurately represent F-class stability for 2-m/s 
winds; no acljustmerits were made lo approximate &class stability except to increase the wind speed. The 
source geometry uscd for the sirriulations nratches that In 'Table 2 except that the source was introduced to 
the wind Field at roof' lcvel with YIO initial velocity, Le., at rest. 

Steady-state air concentrations corresponding tu a continuous release were estimated from the FLOW- 
31)'' puff siniulation in the followixig nnanner', First, digital data of air concentrations on crosswind slices 
of' the plume were archivcd for every timc step at the receptor distances of interest. Because the 
experirrrental correlations ;issunic uniform rniixing in the building wake, a single spatially averaged 
concentratioii was then computed at each tinic step to smooth local variations. This average included all 
cells in the plume cross section with nonzerc, concentrations. The resulting time histories of average 
concentration passing a point exhibit the smooth increase and decline that one expects on the centerline of 
an instantaneous Gaussian puff Inode(, exccpt that the tail persists to somewhat longer times due to 
recirculation iri the wake cavity. Finally, thc time-dependent average concentrations were integrated over 
the total obstwation time to estimate the corxstant air concentration that would be observed for a 
continuous phime whose differcxltiaI cornpon~:nls contributt: all segments of the puff history 
simultauiecrusly . 

The largest discrepancy between the ];LOW. 33' simulations and the analytic wake models lies in the 
trapped relcasc fraction chosen for the correlations. Wake recirculation is computed automatically by thle 
CPD inodcl, but it is almost impossible to choose LI: priori a realistic value with which to evaluate the 
correlations. A value trf J; = I .4t is olrviously it conservative choice, and it matches well the 
experimental conditioiis associated with thc correlations; however, when trying to make a reasonable dose 
a s ses s~r~m~ fur an unusual buildiirg configuration and release geometry, one is at a loss far an appropriate 
choice of this parameter. Results lor i ~ ~ y  valr ie of the trapped release fraction are easily obtained because 
f c  is a simpiie scalar parameter. 
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4.3. Model Itesults 

Table 3 presents the average air c~oncentratiuiis at two receptor distances for the conditions of 2-m/s wind 
under stability class It; and 10-rrh wind uncia stahility class 13. These concentrations were calculated 
based on Eg. ( I) for near-wake rcgions and lL1. (2) for far-wake regions using the information given 
above iri 'I'able 2. In gt:ne:ral, the neitr-wake tiiodel gives slightly higher estimates than the far-wake 
niodel for iht: closer receptor under twth wind condition:;, and the far-wake model is a factor of I .S to 
4 times higher at farther distances thail the x~i:iir-~alte correlation. 

Figure 7 shows plume rlevelopniciit al 2 inin cmnputed by FLOW-3D' for the test problem under 
2-nds wind conditions. Here againy this figart: shows a snapshot of air concentrations that are evolving 
for a single puff release. The first panel shows a vertical cross section of air concentrations through the 
building centerline and thc secoiid shows a horizontal cross section at roof level. Animations of vertical 
plume development show that soint: ol' the tracer rises above the building and becomes entrained in the 
free-field wirids while some becomes well inixed in the w&e after about 3 min. It is difficult estimate 
visually what fraction i s  trapped in tlv: recirculation region, brit it is clear that material can travel several 
building vdidth!j downwind befort: beiirg drawn back into the wake. Horizontal concentrations at and 
above the roof exhibit t i  striking Iiifurc:ation i ~ i  material is entrained in separation eddies from each corner. 
'This stnictiirc persists [or almost 6 miri after rclease before uniform mixing of recirculated material 
begins to dominate the local corrt:entration 

A rudimcnl ary attempt was made to quantify the material fraction captured in the FLOW-3D@ building 
wake. Averagc: concentrations 211 exl? time sti:p of the putf history were computed using ( 1 )  all cells with 
nonzero concentrations, which corresponds to a capture fraction of 1 .0 and (2) only those cclls with 
nonzero concentration lying below thc buildiiig height, which assumes that material in the higher cells is 
entrained in the free-field flow. 'I'he ratio of steady-state plume concentrations obtained by these two 
methods then approximates thc CilptLirc fraction required to evaluate the building-wake correlations. 

Eslimatcs of' constant piurne-averaged concevitriitions coiriputed from FL0W-3D0 simulations appear in 
Table 4. Comparisons of this bulk cmicentralion metric with results from the correlations are remarkably 
close foi most conditioxrs. Noticv that the nem-wake correlations are higher than the simulated results for 
a close recxptor under lroth conditions and thal far-wake correlations are higher or equivalent to the 
simulated results for a more distant receptor. 'This is the trend in conservatism that one might expcct from 
two correlal ions tailored for specific rcgimes. These cornparisons apply between FLOW-3D' 
concenlml ions averaged over the full ] h n e  cross section. 

13~timate:; o f  thc trapped material fraction given by the ratio of wake-region concentrations to full-plume 
concentla1 ions are higher than expected from visual observation of plume development. In general, the 
trapped hct ion is largcr for higher wild speed and approaches 1.0 for lO-m/s conditions. The ratio of 
f, = 1.2 in Table 4 reflects Ihe fact thilt largc: areas in the upper region of the full plume have low 
concentI;ilions. When these areah iirr: ignored, the average concentration increases. 
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Fig. 7.  Air coilcentrations in 3-in/s wind conditions at 2 min for a singlc puff release at the top of the 
building. Panel (a) shuws a vcrtical cross section through the building midplane. Panel (b) shows a 
horizcmial cross section at roof level. Each frame of thc associated ariimations is scaled to the 
current m;iximum cnncentratioii. 

2.5e-4 
I .2e-4 

__--- 

Table 4. !ipatially averaged air corrcentrations predicted for the test problem using FEOW-3D@ 
for both full plume weraging and partiall plume averaging. The ratio approximates the fraction 

l.le-4 0.96 
3 .Oe-4 

1 
-- 
___I LO-m/s Winds 
-__I Conc. (kg/m3) 

Full Plume I Wake 1 f,. I 

'This work has demonstrated the utility and practicality of using fluid-dynamic models for near-range 
dispersion :)f hazardous malerials in  the context of a facility-safety assessment. CFD codes predict 
physical eflecta beyond the scopr oi  traditional pluriic aird puff models, and they can be equipped with the 
rnachirrery necessary to treat complicated S~II'L'CG: t e rm like time-depcndcnt release rates with .Fission- 
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product t1r:c:ay. As with any detailed modeling capability, the approach to realistic, predictive transport 
methods must be balanced by recognized umxtainty inherent to the boundary conditions so that 
conserv;ttism appropriltte to a sakty analysis is rnaintained. 

’The introchiclory comparison presemit ed her(: between FLOW-3D@ simulations of a simple building-wake 
problem and available analytic approximations lends confidence that CFD tools can be applied to morc 
complex c:orif’igurations where correlations are riot available or not appropriate. For example, the 
building-wake equations used here are: wholly inadequate to treat time-dependent fission-product release. 
In regard to the performance of the correlaticlrrrs with respect to the simulations, it was found that plume- 
averaged steady-state concentrations agree reinarkably well for the simple test problem. Further 
investigation of the ljLOW-3D@ plurncs is rwded to quantify the trapped release fraction, which is key to 
obtaining rcasonable rc:sults from the correlations, and to estiinate the degree of conservatism implicit in 
thc assumption of uniforni mixing within the wake. 

It is not typical to find such il high-level predictive model applied to a safety-analysis evaluation, but 
FLOW-:3D“) has proveii to be a IriictdAe means of investigating complex wind fields near buildings to 
generate conservative wtimates of personnel (lose. We hope that the results and comparisons presented 
here will initiate the process of fitiniliarization and acceptance of CFD modeling capabilities within the 
safety analysis commuikity. With fuitliier experience and validation, computational tools of this type offer 
a powerful means to address traditionally diffccult issues surrounding exposure of on-site workers to 
potential health hazards. 
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